
• Bronze Age: a period lasting roughly from 3300 to 1200 BCE, 

characterized by the use of bronze, the development of writing, 

and other early features of urban civilization. 

• First signs of permanent settlement in Jerusalem date from 

around 3000 BCE.  

• First signs of fortifications typical of cities of the era date from 

around 1800 BCE. Within a few hundred years, Jerusalem was an 

Egyptian vassal city-state inhabited by Canaanites. 

• Jerusalem came into existence around what was considered a 

holy mountain. There is reason to believe that the Temple 

Mount/the Haram al Sharif was considered sacred as a “high 

place” from pre-historic times, and that sacrifices were offered 

there which included the human. People have always worshipped 

and sought the favor of the holy/sacred from high places. 

• Once called Mount Moriah, this sacred mountain is believed, in 

various traditions, to be the literal center of the world; the 

birthplace and burial place of the first man, Adam; the site of 

Abraham’s near-sacrifice of Isaac; the place from which 

Mohammed ascended through the heavens, leaving his footprint 

on the rock. It was the site of the First and Second Jewish 

Temples. Millions believe that it is this place to which Jesus will 



return and where the battle at the end of the world will be 

fought. 

• Aside from faith, there’s no explanation for Jerusalem’s 

importance throughout the centuries. It wasn’t on ancient trade 

routes. It isn’t a place of rich natural resources. It was never a 

center of manufacturing. It never was and is not now a population 

center. 

• But Jerusalem is the “magnetic pole” of Western history, 

occupying a transcendent place in the imaginations of millions all 

around the globe. Its sacred geography is imprinted on millions of 

hearts, including mine. And this has been true, to varying degrees, 

for people of the three Abrahamic faiths for three thousand years. 

• My purpose in proposing this course was to dig into and better 

understand the intense attachment felt to Jerusalem by so many, 

and to share that understanding with you. 


